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Six basic elements of design
There are six basics to keep in mind when you sit 

down to design a page. They are balance, propor-

tion, sequence, unity, simplicity and contrast.

Balance
This principle simply states that what is on the left 

hand side of the page must ‘weigh’ as much as what 

you put on the right. Or what is put on the bottom 

must balance with what is on top. Balance can be 

achieved through static symmetry or more dynam-

ic forms. For instance, a picture can be placed near 

the gutter of one page and balance with a smaller 

picture on the outside of another page. 

Optical weights should be kept in mind. Big items 

weigh more than little ones, dark more than light, 

color more than black and white, unusual shapes 

more than usual shapes and so on. Even concen-

tration of white space can be heavy because it is 

not the norm.

Proportion
Practically applied it means a good design won’t 

see a kicker (article fl ag) the same distance from a 

headline as the headline is from the body type. Nor 

will it see equal amounts of white space on each 

side of a photograph. Good proportion comes from 

nature, which gives us what we call the “golden sec-

tion”. The lesser dimension on a plain fi gure is to 

the greater as the greater is to the sum of both by a 

factor of roughly three to fi ve. Photographic paper, 

book page sizes, newspaper sizes are all based on 

this ratio. It is more dynamic than one to one, two 

to one, three to one and four to two ratios. 

Sequence
First things fi rst. A well-designed page leads the 

reader’s eye from picture to headline to story and 

on to the next story. The top left hand corner of a 

page is the primary optical area (POA). Use it well. 

Fill it with a photo that has lines of motion direct-

ing the eye to the story next to it, or with a major 

story and headline. Although one way of catering 

to the reader’s eye is arranging all elements from 

top to bottom, left to right, this limits design fl ex-

ibility. Knowing that the eye goes from big shapes 

to little shapes, dark areas to light, can allow you 

to start a page almost anywhere guiding it through 

diminishing impact. One simple form to follow is 

the reverse “S”.

Unity
Unity is an integral layout concept. The entire 

publication must refl ect harmony and unity. This 

is achieved through strong individual pages with 

consistent headline styles and placement, cutline 

styles and body type or logo styles.

All designers take a major step toward unity when 

they put white space to the edges. When large 

amounts of white space seep into the centre of a 

page there is an explosion sending the elements off 

in all directions. White space on the edges should 

appear in unequal concentrations. It should also 

conform to the principle of pleasing proportion 

noted above. White space should refl ect the pre-

dominant design of the spread. If the design is 

primarily vertical, blocks of white space should be 

too.

Simplicity
Design today is geared to simplicity. Simple lines, 

clean and uncluttered typefaces. Designers should 

attempt to use as few elements per page as possi-

ble. Instead of many small pictures use two or three 

large ones. Instead of six columns of body type use 

four or fi ve. Instead of many decked heads, use just 

a few with some single liners.

Some designers organize all the elements so they 

form three basic areas of unequal size separated 

from each other by unequal distances.

Contrast
Or, to put it another way, emphasis. This means 

something on the page will stand out. Usually it’s 

the most important thing on the page and serves as 

a focus and starting point for the reader. Contrast 
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is achieved by making an element bigger, darker, 

more colourful, or unusually shaped than other 

elements. Whenever designing a page or spread 

remember that only one element or cluster of ele-

ments can dominate. When emphasis is given to 

several items they compete for attention, confus-

ing the reader’s eye. This doesn’t mean that balance 

needs to be thrown out the window. An element 

shouldn’t be so large that it crushes everything else 

on the page.

These principles often contradict each other but 

they can act as a checklist and starting point for 

layout design. The challenge lies in maintaining an 

easy to read, nice to look at design.

Naturally, in order to put these principles to work, 

you need to know what the elements of a page are 

and how to use them individually. It is important 

to know how to use them throughout the paper. 

They are: body type, headlines, kickers, photo-

graphs, graphics, lines and borders, cutlines, ads, 

subheads, call outs, colour, screens, logos, stand-

ing heads, folios, reverses, bylines, turns, reefers, 

fl ags,  masthead, index and white space.

AFTER THE ELEMENTS

After you’re familiar with all the elements, it’s use-

ful to know some basic formats to put them in. 

four rough divisions of page format are: interlock-

ing, modular, up and down (vertical) and razzle 

dazzle.

Modular
Uses rectangles (vertical and horizontal) and 

squares to build pages. This format is most com-

monly seen in papers with unjustifi ed body type.

Interlocking 
Uses legs and armpits to build the page. A story 

might be split into two columns, one 5 inches long 

and the other 9 or 10 inches long, the story set un-

der the fi ve inch column is arm pitted and the 10 

inch column is referred to as ‘dropping a leg.’

Vertical
As interpreted here means a page made up of one 

column heads with stories running straight under 

them leading to the next one column head and 

story. This is a bad format to use for news presen-

tation since it doesn’t serve to emphasize any one 

story. It can effectively be used on a letters page or 

for a series of short stories or more or less equal 

length.

Razzle dazzle
Anything goes. Big heads, little heads, splashes 

of colour: what most CUP papers end up look-

ing like even though they make attempts at the 

other three. 

The modular, interlocking, and vertical formats 

seldom appear in isolation. Most papers display a 

combination of them. É

Six basic elements of design
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BY KRIS KLAASEN, 
UPDATED BY AMANDA MCCUAIG

The purpose of layout design is to unify. 

It is to take the written word and give it 

a graphic identity.

Both layout and content are of equal 

importance, though few papers refl ect 

that reality. A lack of either renders the 

other almost useless. I have seen writ-

ers spend hours polishing a feature sto-

ry only to place it down helter-skelter 

on a page. In the minutes that it took to 

do that they effectively threw away the 

hours it took to produce the piece.

Simply put, layout design determines 

how well read a paper’s content will be. 

What is more often forgotten or unreal-

ized, though, is that content determines 

layout design. The various elements 

of newspaper content, from editorials 

and news stories to calendars and pho-

tos, lend themselves to a variety of lay-

out design techniques that give a paper 

rhythm and balance.

Before discussing design, there is a list 

of the building blocks that must be 

acknowledged. It can be edited to suit 

your newspaper, but incorporation of 

all these elements ensures at least min-

imal contrast for your publication as a 

whole.

They are: news stories, feature stories, 

sports, entertainment, advertising, pho-

tographs, graphics, calendar of events, 

classifi ed ads, community listings, edi-

torial and letters, columns, occasional 

photo pages and poetry pages. 

Layout design is not art per se. Design 

must function. It must do. Great art also 

has a function but it is primarily a prod-

uct of individual expression achieved 

through numerous media. We have al-

ready defi ned the medium as the news-

paper and within it there are certain 

rules and guidelines necessary to make 

the design work. This does not mean 

you can’t express yourself through lay-

out design, but knowing the rules is the 

fi rst step toward breaking them and in-

novating new forms.

If it is all your brain can handle, remem-

ber these three things: 

ß Design must function

ß Use only two fonts in your newspa-

per’s design

ß Be consistent

BODY TYPE

Is the most predominant element in any 

newspaper so it is important to know 

all the various methods of manipulat-

ing it. There’s nothing more boring than 

an entire page of unbroken body type.

Body type comes in serif or sans-serif 

types, justifi ed or unjustifi ed, big or 

small, regular, italic, boldface, and vari-

ous column widths.

The choice between serif and sans-serif 

is largely a matter of taste. Sans-serif 

type with a uniform thickness on all 

letters gives the paper a lighter look. 

At the same time it can be bland, but 

it also makes a clean impression. Serif 

types give a page more texture, and, by 

design, holds together better than sans-

serif typefaces. 

Most body type in CUP papers is jus-

tifi ed to both sides. Unjustifi ed type, 

ragged at the right hand margin, is only 

used through a whole paper as a mat-

ter of necessity (or if you’re the re-de-

signed Globe and Mail). If you must use 

unjustifi ed type, your best bet is to use 

four columns per page. Using fi ve will 

produce unusually short, choppy lines 

and allow too much white space to seep 

in the gutters (the space between col-

umns), breaking up the page more than 

necessary. 

For papers that use justifi ed type, un-

justifi ed type can provide contrast if 

used occasionally and sparingly. For in-

stance, editorials or type in sidebars can 

be set ragged right. Sometimes a small 

double-column story on a news page or 

a double-column story surrounded by 

a feature might also be justifi ably un-

justifi ed. 

Body type is usually set at 9 points. 

Anything larger is unnecessary and 

anything smaller is too hard to read. 

The only times size should vary is for 

editorials, introductions to features 

or quotes. In these cases, a larger size, 

combined with a larger column width, 

is desirable. A smaller type is useful for 

classifi ed ads.

Putting the body type in boldface or 

italic are two other variations that can 

give type contrast. They are used to em-

phasize certain words, phrases or para-

graphs in stories, introductory quota-

tions, cutlines, or bylines.

Boldface is also used for bylines, jump 

lines, and photo credits. The impor-

tant thing to note with these three is to 

make sure that they appear in a consis-

tent style throughout the paper. Rarely 

should they be larger than the body 

type. A small point to consider for jump 

lines is the manner in which they are 

written. “Continued on page 2” is com-

mon but “please turn to page 2” might 

receive a slightly more favorable reac-

tion.

Designing the paper
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A major vehicle, and one that is not 

used enough in CUP papers, is to 

change the form of body type by vary-

ing column widths. Most papers use 

a standard fi ve column or 11.5 pica 

width throughout their publication. A 

few use six or four. The last two must 

be used with caution since the fi rst 

can make a paper look cluttered and 

the latter can make it look very grey. 

However, all three column widths are 

boring if they are not broken up with 

different column widths.

You can boost contrast by placing a 

single double-column story on a page. 

Also, laying out four 11.5 pica wide col-

umns over the space usually occupied 

by fi ve, surrounded by a border, is effec-

tive. A three-column width, or 33 picas, 

must also be used with caution. Set in 

serif type it’s not easy to read as a short-

er width. Set in sans-serif type it’s more 

readable. However, never go over 33 

picas with regular body type. It simply 

won’t be read. An entire paper set in 3 

and 4 column widths limits design fl ex-

ibility and also presents the reader with 

a greater challenge. The key to all layout 

design is to provide the reader with the 

easiest to read alternative.

One of the necessary column width 

variations any paper should use is to 

set all features, one page or two-page 

spreads in a wider column than is reg-

ularly used. Large masses of type look 

better and give the impression they’ll 

be quicker to read if the columns are 

wide. The same holds true for the meth-

od used to layout a regular column. The 

eye is more attracted to a story broken 

up in two, three, or four columns than it 

is to one long one.

Another method to vary body type con-

trast and impact is to set the lede of a 

news story or feature over 22 picas and 

in bold face. The second paragraph 

can be set in boldface and the third 

can revert to the regular typeface. This 

not only provides visual contrast but it 

will give the story more impact and will 

serve to draw the reader’s eye.

Although there are many aspects of 

body type unrelated to content is the 

primary factor in determining the 

overall appearance of the paper. Long 

paragraphs are not only journalisti-

cally unacceptable; they also make for 

large unbroken grey blocks. If a story 

doesn’t have enough paragraph breaks 

it will not only be diffi cult for readers 

to comprehend, but it won’t have the 

intermittent white spaces necessary 

to provide ‘breathers’ for the reader’s 

eye. 

Another example of a joint-layout-writ-

ing technique is the use of bullets. This 

involves listening several key bits of in-

formation in point form accompanied 

with a bullet next to each one. From 

a writer’s perspective it gives a story 

movement and from a visual perspec-

tive bullets add impact.

All of the preceding techniques involve 

the body type with no additional ele-

ments and each can be used at least 

once in every issue of your paper. 

You may also consider putting the body 

type in colour or reversing it entirely, 

white type on black background. These 

are two that should be used sparingly 

and occasionally. Used too often and 

desired impact will wear off.

The other typographic elements, aside 

from headlines, cutlines and kickers 

that can be used to break up body type 

are subheads, reefers, or callouts. 

HEADLINES

While they don’t use as much space as 

body type and (hopefully) photos or 

graphics, headlines occur in a 1-1 ratio 

with the number of stories in a paper, 

making them one of the most common 

design elements. Headlines, like body 

type are found in serif and sans-serif 

typefaces. They can range in size from 

24 point to 72 point or even more. They 

can extend over one column or all the 

way across the page (banners) in single 

line, double or triple decks.

Some papers have headlines set in all 

caps. Others use camel back (Capitals 

On The First Letter of Each Word). Most 

use the easier to read down style which 

has caps only on the fi rst word and 

proper nouns.

Typeface
Choosing a typeface for headlines is 

largely a matter of taste although sans 

serif faces are generally easier to read 

and thus carry more impact. The face 

chosen must provide a wide range of 

sizes, italics, and should be compat-

ible with the body type, logos, standing 

heads and the fl ag. There seems to be 

no set rule regarding serif headlines, 

serif body types or variations thereof.

The choice of a typeface is very impor-

tant since the type, even more so than 

body type, communicates a message all 

its own. To see this principle in action, 

look at any advertisement. 

Some papers and magazines use a con-

sistent headline style for most of their 

copy but change it occasionally to re-

fl ect the tone of certain feature articles. 

Most CUP papers are restricted in this 

area by either time or imagination. It’s 

a good technique but shouldn’t extend 

Designing the paper2
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to other sections of the paper. Headline 

faces should be used consistently and 

not mixed with other families with any 

regularity. Doing so destroys unity.

Placement of headlines
Where should headlines be placed on a 

page? In the old days a standard format 

used a large head at the top for the most 

important story and then progressively 

smaller heads all the way down. This 

method makes the bottom of a page 

fade away. One alternative is a large 

head for the top and most important 

story and then a combination of small 

and medium sized heads on the rest of 

the page. If all the heads are the same 

size, the design doesn’t function to tell 

readers where to go fi rst. Too many 

small heads won’t tell them where to go 

at all. So the key word is variation. Vary 

the sizes and throw in a few italic heads 

now and then for motion. 

Italic heads are rarely used for the main 

head on the front page but are some-

times necessary for the main heads on 

inside pages. For instance, the head on 

page 2 may be set in regular face with 

the main head on page 3 set in italic to 

provide a necessary distinction. 

Equally important is the standardized 

placement of the headlines. Will they 

be consistently centered, fl ushed left or 

right? Centered heads give a rather stat-

ic look. When elements on the page are 

presented symmetrically they seldom 

challenge the eye or capture it. 

Elements that ask the eye to do some-

thing unusual, like reading a fl ushed 

left head or a reversed head, are more 

likely to be noticed and read. Heads 

fl ushed right, while they are unusual, 

hold the danger of leading the eye away 

from the accompanying body type and 

for this reason are seldom used.

In regular cases, headlines should cover 

all the columns of an article. Whether 

you want to fi ll the entire space with 

the headline or leave a bit at the end is a 

question of style that should be decided 

on by designers. If the style decided on 

is to fi ll the entire page make sure it’s 

done with words and not by spread-

ing words or letters across it. Like body 

type, headline typefaces are designed 

to hold together, letter to letter, word 

to word. A good typeface can be ruined 

by spreading it apart. Not only that, but 

the white space is used much more ef-

fectively if it spears in one block at the 

end of the head than if it is used inter-

mittently between words. 

The same applies to double or triple 

deck heads. Never spread the lines 

apart to fi ll white spaces. It looks dis-

jointed and asks the reader to make 

an unnecessary jump from line to line. 

Also, don’t allow it to fl oat too far above 

the body type.

Tombstoning
Something to watch for in headline 

placement is tombstoning. This occurs 

when two headlines are placed right 

next to each other, making both hard to 

read and not allowing the eye to follow 

logically from headline to body type. 

Sometimes it’s simply unavoidable so 

boxes, hoods, or a combination of ital-

ics and regular face are used to mini-

mize the obstruction. However, tomb-

stoning is rarely desirable and should 

be avoided.

Writing the head
Above all, the content of your head is 

most important. A clean typeface, con-

sistent style and placement won’t save a 

bad head. The purpose of all those lay-

out techniques is to provide the reader 

with the best set of cues on the way to 

reading a story. A poorly written or un-

imaginative head throws all those ef-

forts out the window.

There are two kinds of heads. The sum-

mary or defi nitive head boils the gist 

of the story into a terse sentence. The 

connotative head, or teaser, piques the 

reader’s curiosity with or without say-

ing much about the story. Avoiding la-

beling stories like: “weekend basketball 

games”. Also heads should be written 

like they are read: line for line. Take this 

example which appeared in an Ameri-

can daily in the 1970s. 

“Soviet virgin

lands short

of goal again.”

•[See: Ch 10. Headlines and cutlines]

Jump heads
An obvious shortcoming in many CUP 

papers is the way jump heads (heads 

placed above a continuation of a story 

from another page) are used. Some-

times they print such thrillers as “con-

tinued from page one” in 24-point type. 

Jump heads should contain much of the 

same information as the original head 

and should be the size required to bal-

ance with headline and copy on the rest 

of the page. Just because the piece of 

body type on a particular page doesn’t 

contain a lead sentence doesn’t mean it 

should carry an unimaginative, under-

sized head. Often a reader may miss the 

fi rst part of the story and turn back to it 

if the jump head looks interesting.

Naturally there are a number of tricks 

that can be used in composing and de-

signing headlines. They can be reversed 

into or placed in photographs. They can 

Designing the paper3
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take on unusual shapes, and in features, 

appear in the middle or even bottom of 

a page. 

Finally, every paper should have a head-

line schedule posted in its offi ce. The 

schedule includes all the headline sizes 

and unit counts (the number of letters 

of a certain point size that fi t into one 

column.)

SUBHEADS

Are two or three word titles inserted 

in the body type at the beginning of a 

paragraph in dictating roughly what 

will follow in the text. Subheads are 

always larger than the body type. Usu-

ally 18 point although 14 point and 24 

point are used occasionally. The fi rst is 

too small while the latter can be used 

effectively.

Subheads serve to break up large blocks 

of copy and also give the reader a rough 

idea of what a story contains. They can 

be used as mere design elements or to 

more effectively entice readers. De-

pending on individual taste, they can 

have a thin line extending the width of 

the column above and below or they 

can simply be set in white points to one 

line as most desirable. They should be 

set in the same typestyle as the paper’s 

headlines and, depending on taste, can 

be set in regular or italic. 

Subheads should be spread around a 

page to add contrast where a column 

is too long and grey. They should never 

occur right next to each other and they 

should never appear in the middle of a 

paragraph.

One method of using subheads is called 

“Canadian wraps”. This involves two 

columns of type side by side under one, 

usually centered, subhead. This gives 

the readers eye and easy ziz-zag pattern 

to follow and does away with the need 

to go from the bottom of a page to the 

top to continue reading a story.

PULL QUOTE (OR CALLOUT)

Are primarily used in features and con-

sist of a key quote or sentence from the 

article. Pull quotes should always be en-

ticing. That is their main function. They 

also serve to break up masses of type. 

The typeface should be the same as the 

headline style and the type size should 

be larger than the subheads, usually 24 

point. They sometimes have thin rules 

above and below.

Although it’s sometimes hard to avoid 

using a boring subhead because the 

page calls for a break at a particular 

point and the following paragraph 

does not contain a particularly exciting 

point, callouts should always be entic-

ing. If your content doesn’t provide you 

with a good callout, you should think 

twice about running the story in your 

paper. 

JUMP LINE (REFER)

The last element related to body type is 

the jump line. A jump line refers read-

ers to the remainder of a story located 

else ware in the paper, e.g. “see ‘HARP-

ER GETS FAT’ page 9.”

KICKERS OR ARTICLE FLAG

The kickers are always used in con-

junction with headlines, not vice-ver-

sa. They usually appear on important 

stories. They are always about half the 

point size of the headline point size and 

should never run more than a third of 

the headline space. Even if your paper 

changes headline sizes never change 

the size of your article fl ag. 

These are used most effectively when 

contrasted with headline style, i.e. an 

italic kicker with a regular face head. 

Sometimes kickers are underlined and 

sometimes not, again a matter of taste. 

An underline, in some cases, can be 

construed to as an unnecessary ob-

struction. 

The headline under a kicker should be 

indented for balance. In double or tri-

ple deck headlines, kickers should not 

be used to fi ll white space by spreading 

them away from the headline.

An unusual use of the kicker is the ham-

merhead. Here the kicker is twice the 

size of the main head, no wider than 

half the width of the headline area and 

fl ush left. Also called the barker, it packs 

a wallop!

Besides acting as design elements what 

are kickers for? They normally provide 

some additional information and are 

sometimes used as qualifi ers. For in-

stance, the head “board of governors is 

fascist” would need a qualifi er like “says 

council president”. Be careful though 

because sometimes kickers fall off the 

page and get lost.

LOGOS AND STANDING HEADS

These are two other typographic ele-

ments used in some papers. Logos are 

used to identify sections of a paper and 

should be run in the same cycle as, or a 

close variation of, the paper’s fl ag. While 

Designing the paper4
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they can provide a paper with a thread 

of consistency they often waste space 

and unnecessarily departmentalize the 

content of your paper. Some aruge that 

if the sports page actually needs a logo 

maybe its time to fi nd a new sports edi-

tor. The headlines and photos should 

serve to identify a page. Logos are par-

ticularly useful for identifying the cal-

endar page or classifi ed ads.

Standing heads are those used to label 

regular columns. They normally con-

sist of one or two words, usually verb-

less. Although it’s a matter of preference 

they are sometimes best accompanied 

with a small headline.

THE FLAG

Contains the name of the paper. The 

choice of typeface for it is one of the 

most important typographic decisions 

designers have to make, because from 

it stems a compatible headline style, 

logo style and standing heads. The fl ag 

refl ects the tone of your paper and a 

very distinct message is necessary. The 

typeface chosen should also be com-

patible with the name. the fl ag as a de-

sign element will be mentioned in the 

discussion on front page layout. Flags 

should also contain the volume and 

number of a paper, the day, date, year 

and location.

FOLIOS

Folios are the lines at the top or bottom 

of a page which give the date, name of 

the paper, and page number. 

There are a variety of styles for folios but 

in any case they should appear on every 

page of your paper. While only the page 

numbers serve your readers the other 

information is useful for fi ling, ad tear 

sheets and also serves to identify your 

paper when pages become detached.

They are also useful for CUP members 

when CUP mails back clippings from 

other papers — you’ll know what paper 

reprinted your articles and on what day.

CUTLINES

Should accompany most photographs. 

Like the photograph, they should pres-

ent additional information. Cutlines 

should explain why the picture was tak-

en and printed, who the people in the 

photo are and draw the readers atten-

tion to something that may otherwise 

go unnoticed.

There are so many cutline styles that 

to repeat them here would be tedious. 

However, cutlines should be written in 

a bright style and may be set off from 

the body type by using italic or boldface 

types. The typeface should be no larger 

than regular body type and they can 

have titles or the fi rst few words placed 

in caps and boldface. They should AL-

WAYS run with a photo. 

PHOTOGRAPHS

Pictures above type is a useful axiom in ictures above type is a useful axiom in ictures above type

all layout. The normal progression of 

the reader’s eye is from picture to cut-

line to headline and then type. A guid-

ing principle for photo layout on pages 

is the ‘hen and chicks’ principle: one 

dominent photo per page with a few 

smaller and complementary ones. But 

remember not to overdo it. A large pic-

ture on the top half of a page will weigh 

more than one of the same size in the 

bottom half. 

CUP papers have improved drastically 

over the past few years with their use 

of photographs and have begun to take 

advantage of dominant photos. It’s im-

portant to remember that a good group 

of volunteer photographers are just as 

important as a good pool of writers. A 

good photograph will, in itself, carry 

a good design and therefore help the 

overall design of a paper.

Photos should be run as large as possi-

ble. A drastically reduced photo is equiv-

alent to a story that has been hacked 

part. Some of the information is missing 

and the message won’t get across. It’s 

also useful to vary from the standard 3 

x 5 ratio to give pictures more emphasis. 

An exaggeratedly vertical or horizontal 

photo will weigh more than a 3x5 of the 

same area. To break monotony photos 

may be run in circles too.

Also the lines of force should face into the 

page (this means that if someone is facing 

a certain direction, or moving in a certain 

direction, they should be moving toward 

the gutter of the layout). When this is im-

possible you can reverse the photo, un-

less elements in a photo (such as words) 

don’t allow it. In that case either fi nd a 

new photo or redesign the page.

Many times designers will fi nd it neces-

sary to crop photos. A standard rule is: 

never amputate simply to fi t a photo in 

a given space. Attention should be paid 

to what is important in the photo and 

what isn’t. For instance if you have a 

photo of someone sitting at a desk you 

should ask yourself if the painting be-

hind the fi gure adds or detracts from 

the subject and meaning of the photo.

Two of the most useless types of photo-

Designing the paper5
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graphs are the head and shoulders shot 

and group shots. Both should be avoided 

because they don’t say much. If some-

one’s face must stand alone in a photo 

it’s best that it show some noticeable 

expression. The worst possible combi-

nation of these two types of photos is 

a page littered with individual shots of 

members of some group of team. The 

fact that the individuals involved and 

their friends will be extremely pleased 

might be a consideration, but this does 

nothing to help your design.

PHOTO PAGES

Photo pages are a true test of design 

ability. Naturally the key is the content 

and quality of the photographs. If both 

of these are good the challenge is to ar-

range them so the page will incorpo-

rate almost all of the six principles of 

balance, proportion, sequence, unity, 

simplicity and contrast. Alongside of a 

grey page, a photo page or spread with 

6 or 7 equally sized, equally spaced pic-

tures, stands as one of the most boring 

designs possible. It is important to keep 

in mind the optical weights of various 

tones, shapes, and lines of direction.

People and objects can also be cut out 

from the background of a photograph 

and occasionally the body type can be 

specially set to fi t around the form. Pho-

tos can be run with columns of body 

type overlaid. This is called an overlay 

and must be used carefully. Since the 

blacks in a photo may not allow the 

body type to stand out. 

GRAPHICS

Graphics differ from photographs in 

that they can be specifi cally tailored to 

a design. The use of graphics is one area 

where student newspapers can really go 

to town. Most daily newspapers rarely 

use them except on the editorial page. A 

consistent good graphic style can make 

the difference between a good and ex-

cellent layout.

•[See: Ch 6. Graphics and illustrations]

LINES AND BORDERS

Strokes around photographs help to 

make a photo look sharper in the low-

quality paper our publications are re-

produced on.

Lines should be used to emphasize 

or make distinctions on a page. If you 

fi nd yourself constantly using lines and 

borders to break up copy you’re doing 

something wrong. 

The way body type is layered out should 

provide natural or invisible lines on a 

page. The use of heavy lines and bor-

ders can often give a page a greasy look 

and instead of the desired emphasis, 

can simply overbear. It’s advisable to 

use only one or two types of line or 

border throughout the paper. Lines 

should not really be noticed. Rather 

they should act as subtle visual cues 

that draw attention to copy but not to 

themselves. The same goes for borders. 

With rounded corners they can act as a 

nice fi nishing touch but they can never 

“bring a page together”. If that’s the way 

the line is used it’s akin to trying to lasso 

a wild horse with a thread.

WHITE SPACE

Has been mentioned throughout most 

of the preceding discussions. To sum-

marize, it should conform to the basic 

design of a page. If the page is vertical 

the blocks of white space should be too. 

White space should be used as a block. 

Don’t try to fi ll it artifi cially by spread-

ing apart the body text, headlines or 

by fl oating graphics or photographs in 

it. White space on the edges of a page 

provides unity while white space in the 

centre shatters.

END NOTES

Not all of these elements are necessary 

for every paper to use in every issue. 

However, all designers should have a 

good knowledge of the variations pos-

sible with the common elements like 

headlines or body type.

The handiest way of keeping all of the 

design elements and their variations 

at your fi ngertips is to put together a 

style guide for your paper. That way if 

there are 10 people working on produc-

tion the paper won’t refl ect 10 different 

styles. A lack of design consistency is 

quickly noticed by readers. If they don’t 

notice it directly, at least they do sub-

consciously and it will discourage them 

from reading the paper.

A fi nal note on the elements. You must 

always ask yourself if any given element 

on a page has a function. Does the line 

under a kicker serve a function? Does 

this photo unify or shatter the page? Is 

the white space used effectively or am 

are you simply justifying its presence 

because there isn’t enough copy to fi ll 

the page?É

Kris Klaasen was national bureau chief 

in CUP 39. Amanda McCuaig was presi-

dent in CUP 70.  

Designing the paper6
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Tips for section designs
BY AMANDA MCCUAIG

Naturally the content in various pages 

of the paper allows for different tech-

niques and elements. What follows are 

a few pointers to keep in mind when 

designing specifi c pages.

Before starting, here are a few general 

things to keep in mind as you design 

your pages:

ß The eye will draw naturally to the 

right hand side of the paper. Put 

your most important stories here. 

ß Use dominant images.

ß Think about the personality of your 

paper and use designs that fi t. Are 

you fun? Serious? Belligerant? In-

dignant? Creative? Bold? Sassy? Use 

shapes, colours, and images that 

refelct who ‘you’ are. 

FRONT PAGE

From a design perspective the front 

page is the most important. Although 

most people are conscious of the old 

axiom “you can’t judge a book by its 

cover” it matters little what’s on the in-

side when the front page of your paper 

is sloppy or shows no signs of interest-

ing content.

Is your newspaper’s fl ag catching and 

aesthetically pleasing? It will be one of 

the fi rst things people see, and they’ll 

see it every week, so make sure it says 

something about your paper. 

Front pages come in many types. Your 

paper may be magazine format, folded 

broadsheet or tabloid, traditional news 

front displayed on the stands for the full 

page to be seen, or full front image. 

If your paper is folded, you want to 

think about the design “above the fold”. 

You’ll want to make sure that you use 

photos wisely on the cover of a folded 

newspaper. Make sure the image is 

either above the fold, or that the im-

age isn’t cut in half in such a way that 

it looks bad (such as half way through 

someone’s face). You may want to think 

about putting your teasers at the top 

half of the page to draw people in. 

If the front page is presenting news, it fol-

lows that the most important story will 

appear on the top half. The same should 

be true for inside news pages. A good 

number of photo and copy blocks to aim 

for on the front page and other news pag-

es is about 4 to 6. Anymore than that and 

things will look cluttered; any less and 

design fl exibility is almost nil.

If your newspaper has a regular news-

paper front (text and photographs) but 

is displayed on the stands unfolded, 

you can be more liberal with your de-

sign. Teasers can go at the bottom, im-

ages can be placed in more places on 

the page because they will be seen no 

matter what. 

In a newspaper format, two elements 

that are unique to the front page are the 

fl ag and the index. While some design-

ers prefer to leave the fl ag in the same 

place all the time front page makeup 

can be enhanced by moving it around 

in the top half of the page or by vary-

ing the number of columns it uses. The 

index can be used in a number of dif-

ferent forms, with pictures or without, 

across the bottom of a page or just in 

the corner. The only main rule to follow 

is that if you’re going to use an index, 

use it all the time for the sake of con-

sistency. 

If your newspaper does a full image 

cover (such as the Lance, Link, or Peak) 

there are a few things to keep in consid-

eration when choosing the photo or il-

lustration for the cover. 

You will want to look at photos and de-

velop your design around this concept: 

something huge, something medium, 

and several small things.

Like a news layout, you want one ele-

ment in the image to be dominant. If 

there are three people in the photo, 

think about how much stronger it will 

look if one of them is right up close to 

the camera, and two others are farther 

back. Make one element huge, make 

the others small. 

From a 20 feet away, you should be able 

to read the most important text. Don’t 

be afraid to make the main heading re-

ally big. From 10 feet you should be able 

to see the secondary text and smaller 

images. When holding the newspaper 

you should be able to read the small 

text, such as “see page 12” or the teas-

ers. 

To test the design of any of these three 

styles, hang the page on a wall and 

stand back. There should be one ele-one ele-one

ment that grabs your attention and 

makes you want to go closer. As you get 

closer you should begin to see second-

ary items: subheads, more detail in the 

image, etc. Hold the page and check for 

the details. 

If your page looks too messy from far 

away, cut things and simplify. Make it 

strong. 

PAGE TWO

Page two, like the second-to-last page 

Ñ
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of the paper, is a ‘see through’ page. 

That is, light will shine through the 

page when it’s held up. For this reason 

it’s best not to fi ll it with a lot of impor-

tant copy. Ads are good here or maybe a 

calendar. Many papers run their mast-

heads on page two, or a ‘street speak’ or 

‘word on the street’ section. 

PAGE THREE

Because it’s a right hand page, it’s ei-

ther the fi rst or second most important 

news page in the newspaper. It should 

contain an important story and photo 

and preferably no ads. Both pages 2 and 

3 may contain jumps from page 1 but 

stories on these pages shouldn’t jump 

to other pages. Jumps from inside the 

pages to other pages are irritating to the 

reader and should be avoided. 

BACK PAGE

Advertisers pay more for this page and 

for a good reason. After the top half of 

the front page and the bottom half of 

the front-page the next easiest place 

to look at is the back page. Many pa-

pers put calendar of events here but 

that practice is questionable. The cal-

endar will be read no matter where it’s 

put. Why not use this pace for a note-

worthy news or feature. The Peak uses 

this space for a long form, feature-style 

opinion piece called the ‘last word’. 

FEATURES

The features section is where you can 

have the most fun. Because of the writ-

ten style of features — long-form and 

informative — the design that accom-

panies it can often also be more creative 

than in other sections of the paper. The 

features section is prety much the only 

section of the newspaper in which it is 

acceptable to deviate from your news-

papers two font faces. 

It’s best to run features in a wider col-

umn than is used for news because it 

makes them look better and gives the 

impression they won’t take as long to 

read. Features allow for a lot of design 

innovation through the use of large 

photos or graphics, subheads, pull 

quotes, large heads, sidebars and white 

space.

As for their place inside the paper, fea-

tures are best used toward the middle. 

In the case of the centerfold, the feature 

not only acts as the physical centre-

point for the paper but can also be the 

thematic centre. Centerfolds can also 

be used as pullouts. 

Make the most of colour when you 

have it. Let your creativity go wild. The 

features section is where you take the 

rules you know and break them. Just 

remember, your design must function, 

and your goal is always to make the text 

look oh-so-very-readable. 

SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

These pages are commonly run in the 

same format as news pages. Because of 

the nature of their content they might 

contain a few kickers (i.e. books, mov-

ies, league standings). The use of graph-

ics and photos should immediately 

identify these pages. 

Both of these pages are preferably 

placed towards the back of the paper, 

since they have an established reader-

ship and don’t need the added boost of 

prime space to attract readers.

CALENDAR AND 
CLASSIFIED ADS

Sometimes take up entire pages and 

sometimes far less. Both should be set 

differently than regular body type (8 

point sans-serif is typical). Classifi ed 

ads are best run in a smaller point size 

while calendar or community listings 

can be more effective if run over a wider 

column. To aid readers both should be 

categorized by section or day

FINAL WORDS

After you’re aware of all the design el-

ements and variations ways a newspa-

per can be put together, there’s the fi nal 

problem of execution. How are all these 

suggestions and rules dealt with so they 

turn from ideas and visions into the 

physical product?

These days everyone in CUP uses either 

Quark XPress or Adobe InDesign, and 

both programs have developed in such 

a way as to entirely facilitate the above 

ideas. The best manuals for assistance 

with the programs are the manuals 

they come with, so check out a copy of 

a how-to book and use it as a reference.

É

Amanda McCuaig was president in CUP 

70. She was production editor at the 

Peak for two years and ad manager at 

the Peak for one year. 

With fi les from Kris Klaasen, CUP 39 na-

tional bureau chief. 

Tips for section designs2
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BY AMANDA MCCUAIG

Colour is both a daydream and a night-

mare for production people — exciting 

because they can use it to really add 

spark to the paper, terrifying because 

many of them don’t understand how to 

use it.

THE BASICS

As usual there are a few basics to keep in 

mind. There are four process colours:

Cyan (“process blue”)

Magenta (“process red”)

Yellow

Black

These are the bases of all other colours 

in print and usually the cheapest to or-

der if your advertiser wants only one 

colour. Your printer may, however, carry 

standard mixes that can be ordered at 

the same price (see Pantone discussion 

further on). Check with your printer to 

fi nd out what colours they offer. 

There is also the matter of impositions, 

or page arrangements. If you order co-

lour page for one page you can usually 

get it on three others at no extra charge 

because of the way web presses oper-

ate. You can do this by making sure 

the pages you want in colour are on 

the same ‘side’. Your printer will have a 

chart explaining which pages are on the 

same sides. If you don’t have the chart 

in your offi ce, phone to ask for updated 

page impositions. 

Luckily for us, we are now in an age of 

technology where stressing over four co-

lour separation is simply a tale from the 

days of yore. However, it is very impor-

tant to keep in mind that if you are run-

ning colour images in your publication 

that they are formatted to be CYMK. 

To format a graphic or photograph to 

CYMK, open the image in photoshop 

and go: ñ Image ñ Mode ñ CYMK co-

lour.

Likewise, if you are running an image in 

black and white, ensure that a graphic 

is, in fact, running in greyscale. Open 

the image in photoshop and go: ñ Im-

age ñ Mode ñ Greyscale.

Not following these processes will cause 

a headache for your printer. 

You can run type in colour, but avoid yel-

low, be careful with red, and don’t use co-

lour for body copy. It’s best used for shad-

ows behind headlines or as accents. 

If you are later uploading your graphics 

to your website, you’ll have to change 

them to RGB. This stands for red, green, 

blue, and is the colour setting used for 

computer graphics. 

Pantone
Short for Pantone Matching System 

Using colour
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(PMS), Pantone colours were devel-

oped in 1962 by Pantone Inc. in order 

to help designers to match colours ac-

curately throughout the design process. 

The idea is that regardless of the equi-

pement you are using the end result 

will match the Pantone colour. For ex-

ample, your monitor may be calibrated 

such that the way you see colours on 

the monitor is different than the way it 

will actually print 

Pantone colours come in colour chips 

much like paint chips found at a hardware 

store. When printed, your pantone colour 

will match the card, not necessarily what 

you see on your computer screen.

Your printer may offer some Pantone 

colours, allowing you to print, say, one 

side with purple, and only pay for one 

colour instead of full colour. Again, ask 

them what colours they offer.

Pantone colours are named by number. 

PMS 246 M, for example, is the purple 

in the example below. 

To get a pantone colour swatch ready in 

InDesign is simple. Go to the swatches 

tab, click on ‘black’ and then click on 

the icon to create a new colour swatch. 

At the bottom of the swatches list, a 

“black copy” will come up. Double click 

the icon. Change colour type to “spot.” 

Change colour mode to “PANTONE 

solid matte”. The colours will load in 

the box below, and you’ll be able to fi nd 

the pantone colour provided by your 

printer.  

See the example below.

Reverses
Consist of white on black rather than 

black on white. This technique should 

be used carefully. Regular size body 

type will rarely show up on a black or 

darkly coloured background because 

ink might seep a little and obliterate the 

letters. If a type reverse is used it’s best 

to use a larger point size (or bold). The 

technique can also be used on graphics 

and photographs. An effective use of a 

reverse is in photographs where either 

print or headlines are reversed in dark 

sections. 

Colour separation
When working with colour images in 

photoshop the image can be set to one 

of three modes (there are actually more, 

but there are only three modes that 

matter for our purposes): CMYK, RGB, 

and Greyscale. 

As mentioned before, CYMK colour 

separation is used in print, RGB for 

websites, and, to state the obvious, 

greyscale is black and white for either. 

Colour separation is the process of 

splitting an image into the four colours 

used in print. Luckily, this job is left 

up to the printers. It will be benefi cial 

for you to understand how the colours 

work together though, in case you need 

to trouble shoot images or lend the 

printer assistance in the future. 

Troubleshooting tip: Sometimes an im-

age may appear to be CMYK but will 

actually be in a different mode. Check 

the “Channels” tab in Photoshop to see 

if a mystery channel colour has snuck 

in there.  

To examine the Channels, we’ll be look-

ing at a full colour cover printed by the 

Peak in the summer of 2007. 

We can use Photoshop to see how a 

photograph can be broken down into 

the four colours. 

The Channels tab breaks the image 

down into colour sections for you. By 

looking here, you can easily see if an 

image is currently in Greyscale, RGB, or 

CMYK. It splits each collection of colour 

into a different channel, which looks a 

bit like a layer. 

Change the image to RGB and see what 

happens in the Channels. Select one 

Using colour2
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channel to see what part of the image 

you see. Say, for some strange your 

printer can’t print cyan. By going into 

the channels, you can select every-

thing on the cyan plane and remove the 

data. 

Play around, see what happens. 

THINGS TO TRY

Take a look at the colour wheel on the 

previous page. When puting together 

your covers or your features, make the 

most of the colour wheel. Pick two to 

three colours and make a theme out 

of them. Don’t choose too many co-

lours or your newspaper will look as 

busy and as messy as it would if you 

were to irresponsbily use more than 

two type faces (ew). 

Say, for example, your paper is run-

ning a feature on urban agriculture. 

You get one of your illustrators to do 

some graphics, and you use a couple of 

photos of a community garden taken 

from your photo editor. The photos pri-

mariyly feature the colours orange and 

green. Take those colours and use them 

in the graphics and headings. Use the 

eyedropper to pull colour directly from 

the photos for a close match (make sure 

you tweak them so that you actually get 

a good shade though). 

Running a cover based on that feature? 

Use the same orange and green colour 

theme on the cover for consistency. It 

will draw readers into the story, and 

they’ll recognize right away that the 

cover was referring to the feature, even 

if they didn’t read a lick of text. 

Be creative but don’t get messy. A good 

way to tell if your colour usage is effec-

tive is to post the page up and stand 

across the room from it. Is the page 

striking? Does it make you want to walk 

towards it and see what’s up? Or does it 

look like mudd. 

Keep it simple to keep it effective. É

Amanda McCuaig was president in CUP 

70. She was production editor at the 

Peak for two years and ad manager at 

the Peak for one year. 

Using colour3
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Production workfl ow
BY AMANDA MCCUAIG

As the production editor, you are re-

sponsible for the newspaper from start 

to fi nish. You may very well be the only 

person at your newspaper who sees the 

product both very fi rst and very last. 

Before anyone even starts to think about 

what the fi nished product might look 

like, you will be the one creating mock-

ups to determine how many pages the 

editors have to work with. Once they’re 

done, you’ll be glancing over complet-

ed PDFs, using your sharp eye to catch 

missing cutlines and strokes, mispelled 

headlines and incorrect folios. 

As production editor a lot lies on your 

shoulders. Incorrectly printed adver-

tisements could cost the newspaper 

revenue and an aesthetically pleasing 

newspaper will get picked up far more 

often than an ugly one. It’s possible that 

without you the paper can’t even come 

out without you. 

So what can you do to make sure you 

do your job the best you can? Each pro-

duction process should go in the order 

as follows below: 

MOCK-UPS

Mock-ups, also known as dummy lay-

outs, are small images of what the 

newspaper will look like overall. Use the 

mock-ups to determine what will go on 

each page. For an example, see fi gure 1. 

One of the challenges of doing mock-

ups is satisfying editors with enough 

pages and ensuring there are the right 

amount of pages for your printer. 

As production editor you are in the 

unique position of having to maintain 

an understanding of both the business 

and editorial mindsets of your news-

paper. Each time you do mock-ups 

consider the following: Can your news-

paper afford as many pages as editors 

want? Can you afford colour on three 

sides? It’s likely that you’ll be the editor 

closest to the business manager. 

Printers often only print pages in sets of 

four. So you can run 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, etc. 

page issues. Figure out which editors are 

typically able to fi ll extra pages, so if you 

have to, you can give extras to them.

You will also need to learn to balance edi-

torial content with advertisements. Make 

sure you draw the placement of adver-

tisements into the mock-ups so that you 

know where you’re putting them. Fol-

low the requests of the advertiser — did 

they ask to have it on the right hand side? 

Make sure it goes there. Did they ask to 

have it in the arts section? Put it there. 

CHECK YOUR IMPOSITIONS

Because the printer prints in sets of four, 

you will want to check to make sure that 

any CMYK pages you have are refl ected 

in the mock-ups. An imposition is the 

arrangement of pages. When you take a 

12 page newspaper apart you’ll see that, 

for example, the cover, centre spread, 

and back page. This is called “side one”. 

Check with your printer to see how 

their sides work and how they change 

depending on the size of your issue. 

Make sure editors know if their section 

has a colour page and make sure they 

take advantage of it.

ADVERTISEMENTS GO FIRST

Always, always, always place your ad-

vertisements fi rst. Before you hand over 

templates to editors, before you yourself 

put anything on the pages, before any-

thing else happens, put in those ads!

cover page 2

news

news opinions features features

ad

ad
ad

CMYK †

fi g
ur

e 
1

Example
mock-ups
7 pages of 12

Ñ
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This way, you know what room the pa-

per has for editorial. There’s a reason it’s 

called the “news hole”, and like it or not, 

the fi nancial stability of your publica-

tion depends on you making sure ad-

vertisements receive that respect. 

This will also prevent you from “run-

ning out of room” for advertisements 

— a huge problem, not only because of  

lost revenue, but it will seriously frus-

trate your business manager, ad sales 

person, and even Campus Plus. 

Make sure advertisements are linked 

properly in the document so that they 

don’t become pixelated when printed. 

LAYING OUT

Some newspapers have one or two peo-

ple who do all of the layout, others have 

each editor lay out their own sections. 

Either way, you need to have a sharp eye 

for what is going into the newspaper. 

Are all of the elements of design be-

ing used to their utmost capacity? Are 

headlines, cutlines, pullquotes, and 

pictures being used in such a way that 

it draws the reader to the story? Are you  

using photos and graphics that add to 

the telling of the story and that have the 

most impact?

CHECK CMYK AND GRAYSCALE

While you’re laying out, or while you’re 

hovering over editors who are laying 

out, make sure everyone has turned 

their graphics to the right settings in 

photoshop.

If it’s a colour page, images should be 

CYMK. If it’s a black and white page, 

make sure images are grayscale. This 

will save your printer a headache. 

•[See: Using colour]

PRODUCTION EDITING

Remember that you’re an editor too. 

Make sure you get your hands on every 

printed page that the copy editor and 

proof reader reads. 

Check each page for the following (dou-

ble check sure that font type and size):

ß Correct fonts

ß Article fl ags / kickers

ß Headlines

ß Subheads

ß Bylines

ß Body type

ß Cutlines

ß Photo and graphic credits (It is as 

important to credit artists as writ-

ers!)

ß Pull quotes (Is there one? Could 

there be?)

ß Stroke on images

ß Folio (date, page, section).

ß Images (too dark? too light? ugly?)

ß Side bars

ß Jump lines

ß Story ends (not cut off)

ß M-dashes

ß CUP credits (With fi les from . . . / Ca-

nadian University Press). 

Make sure you’re thorough. The Peak 

once ran “Volumne” for several issues 

before either the copy editor or myself 

caught it because neither of us were 

taking responsibility for reading that 

part of the page. 

Try to see the pages printed out at least 

twice. 

PDF THE PAGES

Talk to your printer about how they pre-

fer to receive your fi les. In all likelihood, 

they prefer to receive the publication 

one page at a time. This allows them 

to reorder the pages to fi t the sides for 

printing. 

Once you’ve pdf’d a page, open it in ac-

robat, and check it over again. 

You may be surprised at how many 

errors you’ll catch at the last minute. 

Make sure that columns are lined up 

and stories aren’t cut off. 

Double check that images are appear-

ing properly and aren’t pixelated. Make 

sure all fonts are working properly. 

If anything is wrong with the page, go 

back into Quark or InDesign and fi x the 

error. 

PDF it, open it in acrobat, and check it 

again for every change you make.

FTP IT AND CALL IT A NIGHT

Once all of your pages are PDF’d, you’ll 

likely be uploading them to an FTP 

server connecting to your printer. Make 

sure every page is uploaded, then (de-

pending on the arrangement you have 

with your printer) give them a call and 

have them check everything to make 

sure they received it ok.

Once you’ve gotten your ‘ok’ from the 

printer you can call it a night. É

Amanda McCuaig was president in CUP 

70. 

Production workfl ow2
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Agate: unit of measurement by which 

ads are sold: 1 ag. equals 1/14 in. an ag-

ate line is  a unit 1 ag. high by 1 column 

wide. 

Article fl ag: a small head above the 

main one (also known as a kicker).

Artwork: all material to be reproduced; 

or, all such non-text material: photos, 

graphics, etc. 

Ascender: part of a lower-case letter 

rising above the mean line or body line; 

see descender.

Banner: a large, prominent headline 

running across teh top fo the page.

Baseline: imaginary line on which let-

ters are set (like ruled paper).

Bleed: type or graphic extending be-

yond the trim marks of the page.

Body copy: all text which will form 

the body of the paper, as distinct from 

headlines, photo captions, etc.

Body type: type smaller than 18 points.

Bold face: a heavy version of a type 

face.

Bullet: a dot (round or square) used to 

set off particular points in a story.

Capital or cap: an upper case letter.

Character: individual piece of type: let-

ter, punctuation mark, etc.

Character count: number of characters 

on a typed page; used for copyfi tting.

CMYK: cyan, magenta, yellow, black. 

The four colours used in printing.

Colour separation: division of tones of 

colour original into four basics (cyan, 

yellow, magenta, black), each tone to 

be reproduced on the press by a sepa-

rate plate. 

Column inch: a unit of measurement 

one inch high and one column wide.

Condensed: a ‘squeezed’ version of a 

type face. 

Continuous tone: original photographs 

or any artwork containing a range of 

tones: see halftone and line work. 

Descender: Part of a letter extending 

below the baseline.

Destop publishing: a process for pro-

ducing camera- ready art without hand 

paste-up, using a computer, laser print-

er, or laser imagesetter, scanner, etc. 

Display type: type 18 points high or 

larger.

Double burn or burn in: placing black 

type in the light area of a photograph.

Dot: the smallest unit of a halftone

Drop cap: a large cap at the start of a 

paragraph “dropped’ through the fi rst 

few lines.

Drop out or drop through: opposite of 

double burn; reversal of black type or 

graphics to appear white on dark back-

ground.

Dummy: a sketched-out, proportional 

page design (also known as a mock-

up).

Em (or em space): a space the same 

width as the point size of the type be-

ing used: e.g. in 10pt. type the em is 10 

points wide, etc. 

En (or en space): a space half the width 

of an em. 

Extended: a ‘stretched’ version of a type 

face.

Face: a particular style of type; e.g. 

Times Bold, Helvetica Condensed, etc.

Family: all the variations of a basic type 

style, including various postures (Ro-

man or italics), weights (light, medium, 

heavy), and other characteristics (con-

densed or extended). 

Flag: a newspaper’s logo or characteris-

tic front-page shtick. 

Flop: to print a picture reversed left-

to-right, often used so that people are 

pictured facing toward the centre of the 

paper, not away from it. 

Folio or folio line: line at the top of bot-

tom of page containing basic info: title, 

date, page number, etc.,

Font: the complete alphabet available 

in a type face, with all accents, specialty 

characters, etc.

Four colour process: method for print-

ing colour photos, involving separat-

ing them into four process colours and 

printing each separately.

Gutter: space between columns of 

type.

Hairline: often 0.25 point wide, fi nest 

line that can be practically produced. 

Halftone: a photo or llustration that has 

been broken up into black and white 

Production glossary
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dots by screening. 

Insert: a special sheet or item inserted 

into the fi nished paper, for advertising, 

propaganda, etc., 

Italic: a slanted version of a type face. 

Justifi cation: the process of aligning 

text to either one side or the other, e.g. 

right justifi ed text is lined all to the 

right, left justifi ed is typical for novels, 

justifi ed to both sides is how text in the 

CUP Press Manual appears. 

Jump line: the line of text used when a 

story jumps to a new page, e.g. “contin-

ued on page 4.”

Kerning: in typesetting, removing space 

between certain characters to improve 

their appearance together.

Kicker: a small head above the main 

one (also known as article fl ag).

Layout: the overall design of an item or 

page.

Leading: the vertical space between lines 

of type. So called because in old printing 

presses they inserted strips of led be-

tween lines. Eight-point type set on nine 

point lines would said to be leaded one 

point, and would be written 8/9.

Line drawing: a drawing rendered in 

only black and white.

Line gauge: a printer’s rule marked off 

in picas and points.

Markup: typographic instructions writ-

ten beside copy for the benefi t of the 

typesetter.

Masthead: box containing basic info 

about the paper: staff, address, letters 

policy, etc. 

Mean line: imaginary line running 

across column at x-height or lower-case 

letters.

Mock-up: a sketched-out, proportional 

page design (also known as a dummy).

Moire: an undesirable interference pat-

tern produced by superimposing two 

screens. You get this if you scan pictures 

from a newspaper. 

Newspaper sizes: there are three ba-

sic sizes; broadsheet (15”x24”), tabloid 

(11”x22”), and demi-tab, or magazine, 

(8 and a half” x 11”). 

Pica: basic unit of North American ty-

pography: 6 pi. equals 0.9961 in. 

Plate: paper or (usually) metal sheet 

made photographically from an image 

and mounted to the printing press to 

produce the fi nal product.

Platemaking: the process of making 

plates from negatives.

Point: fraction of a pica, usual measure 

of type size: 12 pt. equals 1 pi.

Process colours: basic colours of colour 

printing: cyan, yellow, magenta, black.

Ragged: type set with uniform spacing 

between words so that either right edge 

(ragged right) or left edge (ragged left) is 

uneven or ragged. See justifi cation.

Register mark or target: target-shaped 

device on overlay lined up with one 

on fl at to ensure that overlain material 

prints in proper position. You are most 

likely to run into these on your Campus 

Plus ads. Fit the box around the ad ac-

cording to the register mark. (Do not 

cut off the small text at the bottoms of 

some ads).

Roman: vertical type: see italic.

Runaround or go-around: type set 

around a capital, callout or illustration 

for graphic effect.

Sans-serif: type without serifs, e.g., Hel-

vetica or Arial. 

Serif: small tail on the ends of type. Also 

refers to a style of type, e.g., Times New 

Roman. 

Set solid: type set without leading; used 

with certain faces or for special effects.

Spread: two facing pages; in the centre 

of the paper, called the centre spread.

TypTypT ography: the sublime art science, 

and craft of the design and use of type.

Web press: Web press: W a press using rolls, not 

sheets, of paper, used to run off books, 

magazines and newspapers in quan-

tity.

x-height: the height of the bodies of 

lower-case letters not counting ascend-

ers or descenders.

Zipper: a headline running across the 

lower half of the page. É
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